THE STORY OF RALPH ALLEN’S ESTATE
1
AT PRIOR PARK IN BATH

Robin Dixon
One night in late October 1759, Ralph Allen’s mansion at
Prior Park, high above Bath on the hills to the south of the
city, was ablaze with candles lit everywhere on the side
of the house facing the town below to celebrate the British
army’s victory over the French at the battle of Quebec.2
Allen, by this time, was famous, wealthy and solidly established in two very different businesses. Since 1712, he had
steadily developed a complex network of cross-country
postal routes across England so that no regional mail needed to travel any longer via London. By investing his profits
from the postal business ‘in the order of £12,000 per year’
to buy up land for stone quarrying in and around Bath, he
had achieved almost complete control of the Bath stone
extraction industry. Well-known locally and nationally, he
had gained a wide circle of well-known friends and acquaintances from the literary, political and artistic worlds.3
He had played a major role in establishing Bath as
probably the most fashionable resort in the country after
London.

A year earlier, Allen’s purchase of nearby Claverton
Manor with about 1,300 acres of land had
substantially increased the size of his estate to its
fullest extent of about 3,000 acres. To the west,
Allen’s land now stretched as far as the old Wells
Road (now Upper Bloomfield Road), and to the
south along the north side of Horsecombe Vale to
the fringes of Monkton Combe village. To the north
and east, at its furthest it extended to the banks
of the Avon. By 1759, Prior Park estate stretched
continuously but irregularly for about five miles from
Bathampton village along the top of the hills to
present-day Odd Down with magnificent views in all
directions.4
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South of Bath, the almost level limestone plateau runs
along the hills from west to east through Odd Down,
Combe Down, Claverton and Bathampton Downs. Here,
on Combe Down in the late 1720s, Ralph Allen took some
of his earliest steps to develop his Prior Park estate.
Attracted by another ideal business opportunity and the
chance to help fulfil John Wood’s dream of Bath renewed
and rebuilt as a new Roman city, he began in 1726 to
acquire the land he needed to quarry Combe Down’s
plentiful supply of oolitic limestone and transport it down
to the Avon about 500 metres below. In action from about
1729, Allen’s quarrying operations were almost entirely
contained within an area south of Claverton Road (now
North Road), east of present Greendown Place, west of
the Long Drung and north of the rim of Horsecombe Vale.
After 1730, these limits remained unchanged.

At the heart of the estate was Allen’s magnificent
Palladian mansion at Prior Park with its landscape
gardens and grounds. During the eighteenth century,
it eventually became ‘the object of curiosity to all
strangers who came to Bath’.6

The entrance to each of Allen’s underground quarries
was at the bottom of a small basin sloping on one side
and situated about ten metres below ground level. A
crane, mounted at the top of the vertical cliff above the
quarry entrance, hauled up the stone from the wagons at
the quarry entrance below and transferred it to ‘stone
carriages.’ A railway, based on the Tyneside colliery
systems, transported the stone approximately two miles
down the steep Widcombe valley to Allen’s riverside wharf
and stone-yard. From there, the stone was shipped across
the river to building sites in Bath or downstream for use in
Bristol, London and elsewhere. Gradually, Allen infilled and
concealed the entire quarry area with fir trees and, in the
1750s, introduced surface quarrying along the southern
edge. From the start, Allen dominated Bath’s stone
industry and transformed the organisation, equipment and
management of the stone industry of his time.5

Its development began in 1726 when Allen started
to purchase a strip of land from the Poole estate
formerly part of a medieval park, which stretched
up the combe from Widcombe village to the Combe
Down escarpment.7 A little later, in 1728, Allen and
Wood, united in their concern for the future of Bath
and the appeal of Combe Down oolite as building
material, began to develop plans for a mansion
which would be an integral part of the landscape
and a showcase in which Bath stone was on display
to its greatest advantage. Its construction, which
began in 1734, was almost complete by 1741
when Allen and his wife took up residence there.8
At the crown of the valley, the house with its central
colonnade, long curving wings and pavilions was ‘a
noble Seat which sees all Bath, and which was built,
probably, for all Bath to see’.9
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In about 1733, Allen began to lay out the sloping gardens
at the front of the mansion which ran down towards the
city. A major influence on his planning in the early years
was Alexander Pope, a well-known poet and landscaping
consultant, for whom landscape gardening was a form
of portrait painting and an active partnership with what
he called ‘the spirit of the place’ (genius loci). Over the
years, Allen added many fashionable garden ornaments,
including a much-admired Palladian Bridge, a grotto, a
cascade, a pinery, a Cabinet, a Gothic temple, a ‘sham
bridge’ and various other features.10
In the ‘laundes’ or open pastures of a former Norman
deer park immediately to the south east of the house,
Allen reintroduced deer and laid out several avenues of
native trees radiating out in straight lines from a central
axis. He purchased a further section of the old deer park
in 1743 when he bought an adjacent 50-acre strip of land
with fishponds to the east of gardens. Later, in 1750, he
acquired more adjoining land, this time from the Marchant
estate. Here, there stood a large building in the Gothic
style called ‘The Lodge’, a development, perhaps, from a
lodge used in the medieval hunting park.11

Claverton Down lies immediately to the south of it. In the
1700s, Claverton Down’s southern part contained almost
all the remains of a well wooded medieval deer park
which John de Villula of Tours, the Norman bishop of Bath,
had laid out in about 1091.
According to Chapman, the outlines of the original park
remain in the form of Claverton Down Road in Combe
Down to the south, Hanginglands Lane to the west, and
Claverton Down Road in Bath to the east.13 Later, in 1233,
the park was subdivided into the Bishop’s Park to the
east and the Prior’s Park to the west.14 In the seventeenth
century, areas of the Prior’s Park were subdivided among
different owners and enclosed, changes made possible by
the dissolution of the monasteries in the 1530s.15

Bathampton and Claverton Downs
Towards the northerly end of the limestone plateau to the
south of Bath lies Bathampton Down. It is the site of a
large Iron Age enclosure, seven Bronze barrows and the
remains of a Celtic field system. In Ralph Allen’s time, a
wall, built in 1718 to enclose a rabbit warren, divided
the treeless, grassy uplands of Bathampton Down into two
parts: Hampton Warren to the west and Hampton Down to
the east.12
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Ralph Allen extended his estate further by acquiring the
manor of Bathampton from Charles Holder in 1743 and
the manor of Claverton with about 1300 acres of land in
1758.16 Visible changes to the landscape were immediate.
Allen created a large plantation of scots and spruce firs
overlooking the city at the western end of Bathampton
Warren. Smaller groupings of fir trees were planted
elsewhere on the estate’s downlands.17 Allen continued
to lay out a network of carriage drives across Claverton
Down, Bathampton Down and westwards towards Combe
Down and beyond.18 In 1762, he built an attractive
picturesque landscape feature now known as Sham Castle
on the edge of Bathampton Warren.19 Allen acquired
the northern side of Claverton Down in 1758, already
a popular venue for entertainment, riding, walking and
‘taking the air’.20 Sometimes, the two-mile horse-racing
course with grandstand and stables would attract around
800 carriages and 20,000 spectators.21
The Later Years
Ralph Allen died on 29 June 1764 at Prior Park in Bath
and was buried at St Mary’s church in Claverton. He had
gained a widespread reputation as a wealthy, successful
businessman and entrepreneur. After Allen’s death, his
heirs found the estate difficult to manage and, by the early
1800s, Prior Park Mansion and gardens and the manor of
Claverton were no longer in the family’s possession. Combe
Down quarries were sold by 1807. The exception was the
manor of Bathampton which remained with Philip Allen and
his descendants until 1921.22

Remains of Ralph Allen’s estate live on, however, offering
not only layers of history, beauty, fresh air, opportunities
for exercise and breath-taking views but also the chance
for people of all ages to engage with and explore
the natural world and its conservation. Nowadays, the
National Trust maintains about 500 acres of the original
estate including Bushey Norwood, Rainbow Wood Fields
and Prior Park Landscape Gardens. High above the city’s
southern landscape, Sham Castle and Prior Park mansion
still contribute to the drama and visual appeal of Bath’s
unique rural skyline.
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